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Tämä diplomityö arvioi ohjelmistoarkkitehtuuria maa-asemajärjestelmään, jota
käytetään interaktiiviseen kommunikointiin maata matalalla kiertoradalla
kiertävien satelliittien kanssa, käyttäen Arkkitehtuurissa Tehtyjen Kompromissien
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kesken.
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Introduction

Software architecture tries to combat the challenges of increasing system complexity,
achieving the quality requirements of the system, communication between stakeholders and staff turnover, to name just a few [31]. If the developed system doesn’t have
sound software architecture, it will likely lead to decreasing development speed as
the system matures and thus increasing cost and missing quality targets.
The term "software architecture" has already appeared in the literature in the
1960’s, but only in the 1990’s it emerged as an own discipline [32]. Software architecture field can be divided to many subareas:
• Architectural design: How architectures are produced?
• Analysis: How do we use architecture to answer questions about qualities of
the system?
• Realization: How systems are developed based on architectural descriptions?
• Representation: How and what kind of artifacts are produced to communicate
architecture to humans or machines?
• Economics: What architectural issues drive business decisions?
[32]
This thesis uses the tools and methods developed mainly in analysis and representation research to conduct an architecture evaluation to a software system, where
the writer has been involved the last two years.

1.1

Case description

There are currently more than 1800 active satellites orbiting the earth [29]. Traditionally satellite projects have required extensive resources, which have been available only to nation states and big commercial entities. In the last 15 years this has
changed a bit partly because of the standardization efforts in the industry.
One of these efforts is the CubeSat standard, which defines e.g mechanical requirements of the satellite so that they can be deployed to space from standardized
deployer [12]. Between August 2015 and August 2017 there were 390 CubeSat’s
launched to the orbit [40].
"Reaktor Hello World" is Reaktor Innovation’s CubeSat project, which goals are:
1. Find business from space industry for Reaktor Innovations and Reaktor Space
Lab, which is its own independent company.
2. In-orbit demonstration of reusable flight platform, which consists of Radio
modules, Power Supply Unit, Attitude Determination and Control System
and Antenna Deployment System.
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3. In-orbit demonstration of a hyperspectral imager developed by VTT (Technical Research Centre of Finland), which is the payload component of the
satellite.
4. Provide a digital packet relay for radio amateurs.
5. Increase the abstraction level when developing software to space applications.
6. Build the knowledge on how to bring value from space assets to the end customer.
7. Get to the Moon before Musk gets to Mars.
Reaktor Innovation is a Finnish company specialized in designing and developing
digital services for customers and its revenue was 46Me in 2016.
To achieve the above goals Reaktor Hello World satellite project requires a
ground segment. Ground segment’s main tasks are to enable control of the satellite and distribution of the acquired payload data and telemetry among the users.
Ground segment consists of all the ground based systems required to achieve these
tasks.
Reaktor Hello World project started in early 2016. The project has crossfunctional team currently consisting of 11 people having expertise e.g. from aerospace
engineering, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, software engineering and
business development. The project has had two full-time software developers working on the satellite and ground segment software. The writer of this thesis has been
part of the core team from the beginning of the project. People interested in the
project inside Reaktor have also had opportunities to provide short time help to the
project, if they have been between two normal customer projects. The satellite is
expected to be launched into the low Earth orbit from India in March 2018.

1.2

Problem statement and motivation

This thesis will evaluate the software architecture of the ground segment using the
Architecture Analysis Tradeoff Method (ATAM). The goal of the evaluation is to
identify risks in the software architecture which could danger the business goals of
the project, document the tradeoffs and architectural approaches, which have been
made and used so that those wouldn’t be just tacit knowledge. One of the near future
objective’s of the project is to transfer the ownership of software development efforts
to the Reaktor Space Lab’s own employees from the Reaktor Innovation’s employees.
The results of this evaluation could hopefully help in that knowledge transfer.
This thesis will also analyze the suitability, benefits and drawbacks of the evaluation method to a project which has been in development for over a year by a
co-located relatively small team. Classical applications of architectural evaluations
happen either very early in the project before the implementation of the system
starts or when the system is already ready to be used, which happens e.g. when
organization inherits or starts using some legacy system [13]. In this thesis we’ll
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discover whether one of these evaluation methods can be beneficial when conducted
in the middle of a project.

1.3

Structure of the thesis

In chapter 2 we describe what are the system level components of the ground segment
and what’s their purpose. We also explain some of the system specific concepts and
challenges, which are specific to this domain.
In chapter 3 we define software architecture related concepts based on literature. After that it describes the evaluation method selection process and the used
evaluation method.
In chapter 4 we describe the results of conducting ATAM. We go through how
the method was implemented in this case, what were the gathered business goals,
architectural approaches and scenarios. Then we analyze the prioritized scenarios
against the architecture and identify risks, tradeoffs and sensitivity points of the
architecture.
In chapter 5 we go through the feedback the evaluation method received and
analyze the benefits and drawbacks of the ATAM. We also discuss the lessons that
were learned when conducting the evaluation. Finally we conclude the thesis with
our results and suggestions to potential future research topics.
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2

Ground segment concepts and system overview

In this chapter we outline the "Reaktor Hello World" (RHW) project’s ground segment and what kinds of domain specific concepts one has to be familiar with when
designing a system, which can communicate with small satellites orbiting the Earth
in the low Earth orbit (LEO). The purpose of the ground segment is to enable twoway communication with the satellite(s), so that satellite can be commanded from
ground in addition to just collecting data sent by the satellite. Figure 1 shows the
the high level view of the ground segment. Mission control controls the ground
stations and provides different services to different user groups of the system.

Figure 1: High level view of the ground segment

2.1

Limited communication window

Satellites in the LEO so up to 2000km altitude are not visible to one place on earth
continuously, but orbit the earth in around 90 minutes revolutions [22]. Satellites in
the geostationary orbit in ∼37000km altitude on the other hand stay still relative
to earth. Geostationary orbit is the orbit where e.g satellite television and telecommunication satellites are. Because the satellites stay still relative to the earth it’s
enough to have fixed antenna pointing towards the satellite.
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Ground segment can have multiple geographically distributed ground stations,
which increase the communication time available with the satellites. One satellite
in the polar orbit has ∼30 minutes of communication time with one ground station
daily. One optimal pass of a satellite which goes straight above the ground station
lasts ∼10 minutes. This ∼30 minute communication window means that e.g UHF
radio transferring 9600 kbps can transfer maximum of 2,16 MB daily. S-band radio
transferring 2 Mb/s could transfer maximum of 450 MB.
Because the communication time increases linearly with the number of ground
stations, if the satellite can see only one ground station at a time, it makes sense to
design the ground segment to support multiple ground stations.

2.2

Radio frequency allocation

Radio waves are the most commonly used communication medium between the
ground and the satellites, even though lasers have also been used [44]. To prevent
interference between different users of the radio spectrum, the transmission of radio waves is strictly regulated by national laws, coordinated by the International
Telecommunication Union, which works under United Nations. Because the LEO
satellites have the possibility to transmit over every part of the world international
coordination is required to prevent the interference to other systems. The frequency
coordination process for "Reaktor Hello World" took 1,5 years. This process included 16 countries complaining about the frequency allocation request because
they were concerned about the interference to their systems.
One approach to make the accepting of the frequency allocation request easier
for the authorities is to try to minimize the requested spectrum bandwidth. One
way which helps decreasing the bandwidth is using the same frequency for both
transmitting and receiving. This kind of point-to-point communication channel
where only the other participant can communicate at once is called half-duplex
system. In "Reaktor Hello World" the communication between the ground and the
satellite is half-duplex. When both parties of the communication are using the same
channel there is a need to avoid talking over each other. Medium access control tries
to solve this problem.

2.3

Software defined radio

When the general purpose processors have become more powerful it has become
feasible to start moving the signal processing logic traditionally done with dedicated
hardware to software. Software defined radios are not a new thing and they have
been used over 20 years already [34]. In ideal receiver the analog-to-digital converter
would be connected straight to the antenna and the values from the converter would
be sampled with high enough frequency. This is however practically hard and that’s
why commonly used approach is to use variable-frequency oscillator, filter and mixer
to tune the wanted signal to baseband [26]. The analog-digital conversion results in
I/Q samples which have in-phase and quadrature components, which describe the
phase and amplitude of the signal.
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From the I/Q samples starts the software processing pipeline which can include
e.g filtering, demodulation, synchronization and packet detection. GNURadio is an
example of software defined radio framework, which provides radio processing building blocks and interfaces to different software radio frontends like USRP [21][18].
Using software defined radios gives more flexibility compared to using dedicated
hardware. One could e.g add support for new modulations or medium access control
algorithm with a software update. On the other hand it’s not as efficient as dedicated
hardware and performance can be harder to analyze and debug, because of the added
abstraction layers.

2.4

Two-line element

Two-line element (TLE) is a data format used to distribute a list of orbital elements
of the earth-orbiting objects. This data is used for example to calculate when
satellite passes happen in a certain location and what are the characteristics of that
pass. The United States military tracks all the objects in the Earth orbit and creates
and publishes TLE’s for every unclassified object in CelesTrack web page [29].
AALTO -1
1 42775 U 17036 L
17238.85290020 .00001043 00000 -0 51442 -4 0
9997
2 42775 97.4440 297.7868 0014932 20.4801 339.7030 15.20040693
9774

The previous lines are the TLE for Aalto University’s Aalto-1 cubesat, which
was launched in 2017. Using the TLE it’s possible to extrapolate the location of
the satellite to the future or to the history. The format to interpret those lines is
described in tables A1 and A2. If the spacecraft doesn’t do any maneuvers Flohrer et
al. [19] showed that the accuracy of the satellite’s location in the LEO extrapolated
from TLE degrades in the magnitude of 1km per day. This means that the TLE’s
used for tracking should be updated regularly, but not necessarily daily.
Satellite tracking programs like Gpredict can usually automatically download
and update the TLE data from Celestrack.[14] There is also software like jspredict
which can only be used to make the predictions from the raw TLE data.[25]

2.5

Doppler shift

When communicating with a low Earth orbit satellite the ground station has to
compensate for the Doppler shift caused by the satellite’s high velocity relative to
the ground station.
The Doppler shift causes the observed frequency to differ from the radiated
frequency of the source, if the distance between the observer and source is not
constant. When the distance between source and observer is increasing the frequency
decreases and when the distance between the source and the observer decreases the
frequency increases.
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When the distance is decreasing each successive radio wave is emitted slightly
closer to the observer than the previous wave. This means that each wave takes a bit
less time to reach the observer causing the increase in frequency. Conversely when
the distance increases each wave is emitted slightly farther away thus decreasing the
frequency.[17, p.50]
The amount of Doppler shift can be calculated with the following formula:
∆f = Vr · f /c

(1)

where, ∆f is the Doppler shift, f is the frequency of the transmitted signal, c is
the speed of light and Vr the relative velocity of the satellite respect to the ground
station [46, p.6].
To calculate the relative speed of the satellite the orbital elements of the satellite
(from TLE), location of the ground station and the current time are required. The
formula for this calculation is more involved and is explained by Zantou [46]. Table 1
on page 7 shows that maximum Doppler shift with 800km altitude circular orbit and
436 MHz frequency is +/- 9.0 kHz, which might be more than the entire bandwidth
of the signal. If the ground station doesn’t compensate for the Doppler shift will it
most likely lead to severely limited window, where the communication works.
Radio Band
Frequency
(MHz)
800km
1500km
8000km

V
145.9

U
436.0

L
1280.0

S
2401

+/- 3.0
+/- 2.9
+/- 2.1

+/- 9.0
+/- 8.6
+/- 6.4

+/- 26.2
+/- 25.0
+/- 18.5

+/- 49.6
+/- 47.3
+/- 35.0

[10]

Table 1: Maximum Doppler shift (kHz) at selected altitudes for circular orbits

2.6

Antenna control

Because we can predict when and where the passes of the satellites happen, it’s
possible to use directive antennas to get additional gain to the received and transmitted signal. Cubesats have limited transmit power compared to e.g larger weather
satellites, so the additional receiver gain in the ground station might actually be required to satisfy the radio link budget. In the ground station’s transmission side
directivity helps to avoid unnecessary emissions to unwanted directions and reduces
the required transmission power.
With traditional antennas directivity comes with additional complexity, because
antennas have to be pointed towards the satellite during the pass. Antennas can
be moved directly by human operator or preferably mechanical rotator can be used.
There are also so called phased-array antennas, which consists of array of antennas
which beam can be electronically steered without mechanical movements. The figure
2 shows an example of an automatic antenna control using a rotator.
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Figure 2: Reaktor Hello World’s development ground station

2.7

Current system overview

Next we go through all the components that the current ground segment architecture
has and what purpose they serve. The diagram of the system can be seen in the
figure 3. The mission agnostic parts of the system can be divided into components
residing either in each ground station or in the cloud.

9

Figure 3: Combined module and component-and-connector view of the architecture
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In each each ground station there is antenna hardware, radio hardware, antenna
rotator, computer and a connection to the internet. Antenna hardware includes the
tx and rx amplifiers and logic to switch them on and off based on gpio signal coming
from the software defined radio frontend. In this project Ettus Research’s USRP
B200 devices have been used [18].
Each ground station computer has three software services running on them.
Gs-manager is responsible for calculating when the satellite passes happen and
calculating the direction where the antenna should point and the amount of Doppler
correction required. During a pass it will continuously update the the direction
information to the rotator service which translates it to the protocol that the rotator
controller can understand. Gs-manager will also read the real direction information
of the rotator sensors from the rotator service and monitor that the values will
update according to the commands and if they don’t update it will then stop the
mission and the rotator. During the pass it will also update the doppler correction to
the radio-frontend so that it knows how to correct the frequency. Radio-frontend’s
purpose is to control the radio device(s), do medium access control and forward the
raw radio IQ samples to the radio-backend.
The other parts of the mission agnostic system are the three services in the
cloud. The simplest of those is the inventory, which task is to keep TLE’s of the
satellites up-to-date and provide those to the clients of the service augmented with
radio parameters of the satellites. Mc (mission control) is the user interface to the
system providing means to create tracking missions for satellites and visualizing the
state of the system.
Radio-backend is the most complex of the three systems. It does all the satellite
specific radio processing like demodulation, modulation, synchronization, filtering,
decimation and packet recognition. The radio processing blocks of the system are
implemented using GNURadio [21]. Radio-backend also provides the satellite event
API to consumers, which notifies them when the satellites are visible and tell them
where to connect to have a channel to communicate with the satellite.
Figure 5 shows in greater detail how radio-backend works. For every connection
from radio-frontend one satellite specific radio pipeline is instantiated at runtime for
the duration of the pass. ZeroMQ [1] is used in the interface of GNURadio, because
that’s what GNURadio provides out of the box. In GNURadio flowgraphs transmit
and receive pipelines are completely separated and bind to different ports.
Instead of providing the clients of the radio-backend with ZeroMQ API with two
ports per connection, regular two-way tcp/ip port is given to the clients, where a
connection can be made. This makes the API simpler and hides the use of ZeroMQ
and avoids leaking it to all the clients.
Client applications of the radio-backend are always mission specific. For communicating with the RHW satellite there are currently two ways. First one is the
space-commander, which is an interactive command-line tool used for sending simple
commands to the satellite and reading responses from those. Space-commander is
mainly built to facilitate manual testing of the satellite.
Another way to talk with the RHW is currently using the combination of bridge
and cspd, which make it possible to use regular programs using tcp/ip to commu-
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nicate with the satellite even though the satellite internally uses (Cubesat Space
Protocol) CSP between subsystems. This way the satellite operator can e.g. use
rsync to transfer files to and from the satellite payload computer, which has Linux.
Figure 6 shows how all these different services interact with each other when
satellite operator wants to communicate with a satellite and how the data flows
from client to the radio-frontend. First the client subscribes to the radio-backend to
get event when the wanted satellite pass starts. Then client schedules a mission in
mc to track the wanted satellite during specified time interval. MC will then relay
this information to every gs-manager in each of the ground stations.
After that when gs-manager realizes that one of the scheduled missions has a
pass starting it will start calculating the position of the satellite relative to the
ground station and sending the azimuth and elevation information to the rotator.
At the same time it will ask radio-frontend to start listening the wanted frequency. It
will also relay the satellite’s other radio parameters to radio-backend through radiofrontend. When radio-backend receives the radio parameters from radio-frontend
it will start the radio processing pipeline using the parameters and send the pass
started event to the client with the information where to connect. Client can then
connect to the port and start two-way communication with the satellite. When
the gs-manager notices that the pass is over it starts the teardown process through
radio-frontend and radio-backend, which propagates to the pass ended event to the
client, which then knows that it can’t communicate with the satellite anymore.
One of the goals of the current design has been the ability to connect new ground
stations to the network to increase the communication time with the satellites and
make the system more resilient to failures. Currently the project has only one ground
station in the Reaktor’s Helsinki office, but there has been investigations to build
ground stations to other offices as well.
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Figure 4: Mission control showing current status of the system
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Figure 5: More detailed module and component-and-connector view of the radiobackend subsystem
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Figure 6: Sequence diagram of one satellite pass
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3

Software architecture description and evaluation

In this chapter we go through the definitions of software architecture, how it can
be approached and described. After that we describe the selection process of the
architecture evaluation method and introduce the selected Architecture Tradeoff
Analysis Method.

3.1

Software architecture

Software architecture can be defined in multiple ways [43]. These definitions can be
be grouped into two categories based on how they approach software architecture:
1. Architecture as a higher level abstraction for software systems expressed in
components and connectors.
2. Architecture as a set of design decisions, including their rationale.
[37] The first category of definitions approaches the architecture as a set of structural
elements. Example of these kind of definitions can be found from ISO/IEC/IEEE
42010 "fundamental organization of a system, embodied in its components, their
relationships to each other and the environment, and the principles governing its
design and evolution."[23] and from the Software Architecture in Practice book:
"The software architecture of a program or computing system is the structure or
structures of the system, which comprise software elements, the externally visible
properties of those elements, and the relationships among them" [8]. The main
difference between the newer ISO 42010 definition and the older definition from the
Software Architecture in Practice is that the standard’s definition specifically takes
into account the evolution of architecture and its design principles.
The second category looks at the architecture from the perspective of decisions
and how and why those decisions are made. In this category the architectural decisions are regarded as first-class elements of the architecture and this helps making
the decisions explicit where they otherwise would easily be left implicit part of the
architecture. Analyzing what decisions are or have been significant to the architecture has to be done to be able to define architectural design decisions.[24]
One way to define that is to use ISO 42010 standard’s definition of architecture
and say that any decision which has an impact to the principal organization of the
components of the system or to their relationships is an architectural design decision.
This approach has the drawback that it’s difficult to determine what exactly are the
components of the systems, because there can be different kind of structures ending
to the implementation details in the code level. What are then the fundamental parts
of the system? Fowler suggested that one could consider elements of the system that
are expensive to reverse or change afterwards as architecturally significant. These
components would be great to get right on the first try, even if it’s not realistically
possible [20].
Another way to evaluate the relevancy of design decisions is to evaluate the
decision as a combination of estimated cost and potential risk related to the decisions
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. Architects main task in this approach is to handle the cost and risk aspects of the
architectural design decisions. This means that the business impact of the design
decisions is the architect’s main thing to worry.[37]
Another way to think about the meaning of software architecture is through 4
metaphors one can look at the architecture:
1. Architecture as blueprint: architecture is the structure of the system.
2. Architecture as literature: architecture resides at the documentation and reference architectures for future readers.
3. Architecture as language: architecture is the language for achieving common
understanding about the system.
4. Architecture as decision: architecture is the decisions and basis for decisions
about the system.
[41] These metaphors help to articulate the different viewpoints from where architecture can be looked at and how it can be used and interpreted.

3.2

Describing software architecture

There exist multiple different methods for describing software architecture each having its own goal.
Describing the architecture using some kind of visual representation of the system
is probably the most common one. These visualizations are called architectural
views and they express the system from a specific system concern [23]. The goal of
the architectural views is to facilitate communication between different stakeholders
by providing different views into the system by using different perspectives and
abstraction levels to the system. 4+1 view model by Philippe Kruchten is one of
the most popular ones [33]. It consists of 1. Logical view, 2. Process View, 3.
Development view, 4. Physical view and 5. Scenarios. This model regards the
architecture as a blueprint to the system.
Software Architecture in Practice book defines a view to be a representation of
a coherent set of architectural elements and their relationships written and read
by stakeholders [8]. A structure is then the set of elements itself, as they exist in
the software or hardware. So in essence a view is a representation of a structure,
which means that architects design structures and document and communicate those
structures using views.
Bass et al. have divided architectural structures into three categories: module
structures, component-and-connector structures and allocation structures.[8] Modules represent a static way of considering the system. Modules can be for example
code or data units, which has to be build or procured. They have also some functional requirement they are responsible of. Component-and-connector structures
show how the system is structured from a set of elements that have runtime behaviour (components) and interactions (connectors). These structures answer e.g.
the questions about the major executing components in the system and how they
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interact with each other and how the data flows through the system. Allocation
structures tell how the system relates to the non-software structures in the environment such as development teams, network and processors.
These different structure and view categories map quite straightforwardly to
the 4+1 model from Kruchten. Logical view maps to modules, process view to
component-and-connectors, physical and development views map to allocation views.
The selection of used views to visualize the architecture should be system specific
so that e.g. no unnecessary effort is put into visualizing system from perspective
from where the architecture is trivial. Views can also be combined to each other
like we have done in figure 3.

3.3

Evaluation method selection

To conduct an architecture evaluation a method has to be selected. The first step
of the selection process is to research what evaluation methods are available. The
second step of the selection is to define a requirements criteria for the method so
methods can be compared against other methods. Third step is to compare methods
using the requirements and choose the most suitable one.
There has been at least 5 surveys on architecture evaluation methods during
the last 15 years [39, 6, 7, 15, 36]. All the 8 methods presented in the most recent
survey from 2015 by Patidar et al. were all originally published before 2000. This
suggests that there haven’t been any major developments on the evaluation methods
recently.[36]
Requirements for the evaluation method in this case were:
• Identifies tradeoffs and defects in the system
• Evaluation can be done to a system, which is already been developed.
• Method is mature and it has been validated in practice also by others than
the original organization that developed the method.
• Evaluates multiple quality attributes
• Requires input from all stakeholders, so that knowledge sharing would be
maximized
These requirements were generated by the evaluator after he had familiarized
himself with the different evaluation method surveys and how they described different methods and their differences.
The first requirement comes from the fact that we want to document different
design decisions of the system so that in the future when the developer team has
changed the new members can review the old decisions and see the reasoning behind
some decisions and make more informed decisions on their own. It would also be
beneficial to find some defects in the system, because there is still time to adjust
based on the findings, before the system has to be operational.
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The second criteria comes from the fact that the evaluated project is already been
developed and we don’t want to use a method that is completely unsuitable for that.
For example if the method wouldn’t take into account the existing implementation
when comparing different designs and their strengths and weaknesses.
The third criteria is about the popularity of the method and whether it can be
easily adapted by others than the developers of the method. If someone else has
also used the method successfully it suggests that using the method doesn’t require
very deep expertise on the method to get benefits from it.
Fourth requirement is about number of quality attributes the method is concerned. We are not trying to focus on just one specific quality attribute, but to get
results with wider perspective and thus requirement of multiple quality attributes.
The last criteria is about the stakeholder involvement. The evaluation provides
a reason to try to get all different stakeholders around the same table to share their
perspective of the system. This can help reveal mismatches in peoples perceptions
of the system, which can have further reaching consequences than e.g. focusing on
some specific subsystem and its technical details with only technical stakeholders.
When comparing the different methods using the comparison table 7 the only
method which fulfills the above criteria is ATAM. The most important components
from table 7 to look at are: Method’s goals, Quality attributes, Stakeholders involved, Method’s validation and Applicable project stage. The table doesn’t convey
whether anyone outside the original authors has used the method, so that has to be
researched separately. ATAM has been used at least in 24 evaluations led by the
Software Engineering Institute [35, 9], but because they are the organization, which
has funded the method’s development it doesn’t yet convince that the method would
have wider adoption. The method has however been used outside the Software Engineering Institute for example to evaluate embedded systems in Finland[38] or to
evaluate control system of transportation system in Belgium [11]. Thus it’s possible
to verify that ATAM has been successfully used also by non experts on the method,
which increased our confidence to try it.
Based on the table 7 Software Architecture Analysis Method (SAAM) would
have been the second alternative to be used, but it’s drawback is that it’s mainly
concerned about modifiability of the system.
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Figure 7: Comparison table of different evaluation methods from Babar et. al
[7]
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3.4

ATAM introduction

Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method is a method for evaluating software architectures relative to quality attribute goals. It has been developed by the Software
Engineering Institute at the Carnegie Mellon University. The method has been used
in domains ranging from defense to automotive to financial [p. 400][8].
To get the most benefits from the method it is recommended to be used in the
early phases of the project, where the cost of changing architecture is smaller. However it has also been used in projects relatively far in the development cycle with
positive results [27]. The goal of using an existing method to evaluate the architecture is to improve the effectiveness and repeatability of the evaluation compared to
for example just discussing about the architecture in an ad-hoc manner. Figure 8
shows the conceptual flow of the ATAM and how the methods results can be used
to influence the architectural plans and business drivers of the project.

Figure 8: Conceptual flow of the ATAM [42]

ATAM terminology and concepts
ATAM’s main focus is on quality attribute requirements. This means that having
precise descriptions for all the quality attributes is essential. Each quality attribute
description should answer the following questions:
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• How do you measure the quality attribute?
• What are the stimuli to which the architecture must respond?
• What are the key architectural decisions that impact achieving the attribute
goal?
[28, p. 9]
3.4.1

Scenarios

One of the first tasks in architecture analysis is to find out what are the quality
goals against which the architecture will be evaluated. One method for achieving
this elicitation is scenarios.
A sentence describing an interaction of one of the stakeholders with the system
is called a scenario. It’s important to notice that scenarios concern stakeholders
and not just end users of the system. For example one stakeholder can be the
development team of the system and another one the marketing team.
Scenarios can be used as a tool for making ambiguous development time qualities
such as performance more concrete. They serve as specific examples of current and
future uses of the system.
In ATAM there are three types of scenarios: use case scenarios (which involve
typical uses of the existing system), growth scenarios(these cover expected changes
to the system) and exploratory scenarios. (extreme changes that are expected to
stress the architecture) These different types of scenarios are used to inspect the system from different angles trying to increase the chances of finding the architectural
decisions, which cause the most risk to the project.[28, p. 13]
Use case scenarios represent user’s intended interaction with the system running
in production. E.g. "Satellite operator schedules ground station in Helsinki to track
specific satellite over the weekend and downlink the latest telemetry data of the
satellite."
Growth scenarios describe the expected future extensions to the system. These
scenario may also effect other quality attributes than modifiability, which is the most
obvious one. Examples of growth scenario could be:
• Mission control should be able to schedule overlapping missions for different
satellites in one ground station. Requires prioritization of missions. (Modifiability)
• Allow trusted 3rd parties to use the scheduling of satellite missions when downtime for own scheduled missions. (Security implications)
• Continuous integration deploys new software automatically to satellites when
there are passes.
Exploratory scenarios try to stress the architecture and push it over the limit.
The goal is to expose the limits and edge cases of the current design hopefully
exposing implicit assumptions. Examples of the exploratory scenarios could be:
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• Support ground stations using lasers to communicate with the satellites. Bandwidth requirements between ground station and mission control increase by
many magnitudes.
• Use phased array antennas in the ground stations to get rid of moving parts.
Requires more complex software for controlling the beams of the antennas.
3.4.2

Utility tree

The utility tree is a tool for translating the quality attribute goals elicited from
business drivers to testable quality attribute scenarios. The utility tree has four
different levels, where the root node is called "Utility". Figure 9 shows the concept.
Utility defines the total "goodness" of the system in terms of level 2 nodes. Quality
attributes of the system e.g. performance and modifiability are placed to those level
2 nodes. It’s however quite meaningless to say that e.g. performance is important
quality, because it’s too ambiguous for useful analysis. That’s why each quality
attribute has at least one attribute refinement. These illustrate the quality attribute
specific stimuli and responses that the architecture must take into account. For
example performance could be divided to "Minimize latency before medium access
control happens in the radio processing pipeline" and "Maximize time that the
ground station antenna points to the passing satellite."[28, p.16]
To further describe the quality attributes and attribute refinements, scenarios
are used. The scenario is applied not only to determine if the architecture satisfies a
functional requirement, but also to predict the architecture’s support of the quality
attributes. Scenarios are a fundamental analysis tool in the ATAM and are the
leaves of the utility tree.
Utility tree doesn’t try to define a rigid taxonomy of quality attributes. It’s
purpose is to reveal the system’s quality requirements in a operational sense, which
are meaningful to the stakeholders.
The output of utility tree generation provides a prioritized list of scenarios. The
prioritized list guides the evaluators on where to put their efforts when analyzing
architectural approaches and searching risks so that the results could have as high
impact as possible.[28, p.16]
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Figure 9: The Utility tree concept
3.4.3

Risks and non-risks

Risks are the possibly questionable architectural decisions, which have already been
made or could be made in the future. Non-risks are good decisions that rely on
assumptions that usually are implicit in the architecture. Risks and non-risks can
be documented by describing:
• an architectural decision
• a specific quality attribute response that is being addressed by the decision
along with the consequences of the response.
• what effect does the decision have on meeting the quality attribute requirement
[28, p.21]
A risk could be e.g.: The decision to transfer raw IQ samples over the internet
from ground station to radio-backend before processing them. This can result in
overwhelming the connection between the two systems if high number of samples
are collected per second e.g. for S-band. Moving processing away from the source
can result in reduced performance because the bandwidth is limited.
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An example of a non-risk could be: The decision to implement radio pipeline
related software with python. (the quality attribute modifiability, interoperability). Implementing radio pipeline with python makes the overhead of interfacing
with the GNURadio smaller and reduces context switch overhead between different
technologies. If GNURadio would be dropped the decision could be revisited.
3.4.4

Tradeoff and Sensitivity Points

In ATAM key architectural decisions are called tradeoff points and sensitivity points.
A sensitivity point is a attribute or relationship of one or more components in the
architecture which is critical for achieving a specific quality attribute response. Sensitivity points help focusing the attention to the critical sections of the architecture
when analyzing whether the quality goals have been reached. They can also serve
as yellow flags so that extra caution is taken when making changes related to the
sensitivity point in question.
A tradeoff point is a property that affects more than one quality attribute and
is a sensitivity point for more than one attribute. For example the decision whether
to do the radio-processing in the ground station or in the cloud affects performance
and manageability. If the processing is done in the cloud the ground station software
stays simpler and it doesn’t need to have the software to do the processing. However
more bandwidth is required if the processing is not done in the ground station.
3.4.5

Outputs of the ATAM

Even if the clarified requirements, improved artifacts of the architecture and getting
the stakeholders around the same table are a positive consequence of performing and
architecture evaluation, the main goal is to reveal the key architectural decisions.
Especially, we want to find the decisions that predispose architecture to not support
the quality requirements and the key decisions that haven’t been made yet. Additionally ATAM tries to help an organization to develop a set of tools and artifacts
for ongoing decision making about the architecture. These tools and artifacts should
live and develop with the system so they could provide continuous value.[28][p. 21]
3.4.6

ATAM Steps

1. Present the ATAM. Evaluators present an overview of the ATAM steps,
techniques used and outputs of the process. Answer any questions about the
process.
2. Present the business drivers. Everyone in the process presents and evaluates the business goals that are driving the development and are the primary
architectural drivers.
3. Present architecture. Architecture of the system is presented focusing on
how it addresses the business goals.
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4. Identify architectural approaches. Different architectural approaches to
the system are presented and discussed.
5. Generate quality attribute utility tree Identify, prioritize and refine the
most important quality attribute goals in a utility tree format.
6. Analyze architectural approaches Elicit the architectural approaches that
address the prioritized quality attributes. Architectural risks, sensitivity points
and tradeoff points are identified.
7. Brainstorm and prioritize scenarios Present the current set of scenarios
and brainstorm for more with the entire stakeholder group.
8. Analyze architectural approaches Perform step 6 again with the updated
information from the larger stakeholder group.
9. Present results. Based on the knowledge collected in the ATAM (approaches,
scenarios, attribute-specific questions, the utility tree, risks, non-risks, sensitivity points and tradeoffs) present the results to stakeholders.
[8, p.400-410]
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4
4.1

ATAM results
How ATAM was implemented in this case

In this ATAM evaluation there wasn’t separate evaluation team doing the evaluation
but it was done by one member of the core team, which has been designing and
developing the ground segment system from the start. Because the person doing
the evaluation has been part of the team from the beginning it means that the
evaluation will most likely have a bias and some weaknesses and risks of the system
are not recognized properly. However one member of the original core team left the
project just before the evaluation and two new members started so the evaluation
was able to use the fresh perspective of those two new members to combat the bias.
In this case ATAM was done in three phases. In the first phase the evaluator
collected, updated and created architectural documents and did preliminary work
for the ATAM workshop. The second phase was 4 hour workshop with the different
stakeholders in the project. The agenda for the workshop was to go through the steps
in ATAM. The third phase was analyzing the results of the workshop, presenting
the results to the participants and gathering feedback. This flow is shown in figure
10.

Figure 10: Flow of the ATAM implementation
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In the first phase the input of the new team members was used to decide what
kind of new architectural diagrams to produce and which would be the most beneficial to help to understand how the system works. For example figure 6 is direct
result of that input. For other diagrams improvements were done based on feedback.
To facilitate the ATAM workshop the evaluator also listed the overall satellite
project’s goals and more specific ground segment business goals beforehand. The
overall project goals had been defined before explicitly, but the more specific ground
segment goals hadn’t been defined this precisely before.
Before the workshop also a initial set of scenarios were generated. Scenarios were
generated from four perspectives: satellite operator, software developer, agriculture
data analyst and payload operator. Each scenario was also labeled with a quality
attribute. The initial architectural approaches used in the system were also collected
in the first phase before the workshop. To collect these approaches evaluator’s
existing knowledge of the system and its design was utilized.
The second phase of the ATAM was the workshop organized by the evaluator.
14 people involved in the project were invited to the workshop and 6 of those participated. Two of those six had just started in the project with a software development
focus, so the workshop was also good possibility to share knowledge of the system
to them.
The steps 1-4 of the ATAM from Present the ATAM to Identify architectural
approaches were considered in order in the workshop, but after that the structure
was different from the original steps.
Going through steps 1-4 had taken so much of the available time in the workshop
that step 5 Generate quality attribute utility tree was entirely skipped. Instead
participants were shown the scenarios generated before the workshop and tasked
to come up with additional ones. After that the most important scenarios were
discovered by giving all participants 5 votes which were then cast to one scenario
each. There was total number of 29 votes recorded during the process instead of 30.
For the scenarios receiving most votes the architecture was analyzed to verify how
it would fulfill those scenarios. At the same time participants were tasked to try to
identify risks, sensitivity and tradeoff points in the architecture. During discussions
of the identified risks the time for the workshop run out and the generating of the
quality attribute utility tree was left for the evaluator during the third phase. If
the quality attribute tree would have been generated during the workshop there
wouldn’t have been any time for trying to identify risks and tradeoffs at the end,
so the decision feels justified for the evaluator even after the workshop. In total the
workshop lasted 4 hours, where 3 hours was with 6 participants and 4 hours with 4.

4.2

Business goals

The most high level goals of the project have been defined to be:
1. Get revenue from space related projects to Reaktor Innovations
2. Help Reaktor Space Lab startup to take off
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3. Get to the moon before Musk gets to Mars.
Currently the first item of the goals has already been fulfilled, the second goal
is work in progress and the third goal is still possible. The goals for the ground
segment hadn’t been explicitly written down like the overall project goals. The
following goals were generated by the evaluator based on his implicit knowledge of
the project. After that feedback on the goals was gathered from the team members
and the goals presented and briefly discussed in the ATAM workshop. The goals for
the ground segment were:
• Enable two-way communication with "Reaktor Hello World" satellite, which
proves that Reaktor can provide end-to-end solutions in the space industry.
• Allow multiple ground stations to join the network to improve limited communication time. Improves time resolution of data, which enables new use cases
for the data.
• Provide simple API for the data processing applications, which provide the
business value.
• Understand cost dynamics of ground stations and whether a low cost portable
ground stations would be feasible.
• Allow downlinking payload data with multiple frequencies. Satellites can have
slower command link and faster data link.
• Have access to the ground station(s) so we are not dependent on 3rd party.
• Provide PR value by showing concrete artifacts of space related project to
clients and potential recruits.
• Allow interested people in the company to work on space related project to
gain domain knowledge.

4.3

Architectural approaches

The following architectural approaches have been used in the different subsystems
of the ground segment. They were written down by the ATAM evaluator before the
ATAM workshop and presented there to the participants. First are listed the general
architectural approaches, which aren’t subsystem specific. Then we go through the
different subsystems one by one. Every subsystem except cspd and bridge run in
their own docker containers. See section 2.7 and figure 3 to recap what was the
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purpose of each subsystem. There weren’t any additional approaches discovered in
the workshop.
• General
– Usage of open source CSP (Cubesat space protocol) [5] in the satellite
subsystems, which enables service oriented network topology in embedded
subsystems which don’t have tcp/ip stack. Allows also ground segment
to have own addresses.
– Use software defined radios to allow more flexible reconfiguration and
debugging of radios without hardware changes.
– Run different services in own docker containers[16] so that how one service
is built and what its’ dependencies are stays explicit. Allows to run all
the services easily in one computer.
• Radio-frontend
– Processing streams of radio data using GNURadio [21]. Allows building
a pipeline of processing independent processing blocks, which do just one
thing.
– Multiplexing is used to transfer both raw radio data and control messages
to and from radio-frontend to backend in one socket. Because in GNURadio one block binding to one port cannot act as a source and sink of
radio data.
• Radio-backend
– Stream Processing and Multiplexing used in the same way as in radiofrontend.
– Publish-subscribe pattern is used to publish events of the satellite passes
and and provide addresses of the data-processing pipelines. Provides
loose coupling where publisher doesn’t need to know about the subscribers explicitly.
• Mc (Mission control)
– Reactive Programming [45] is used to combine events from different sources
and update the necessary parts of the view. Reactive programming gives
tools to define asynchronous systems in functional and declarative way,
which makes reasoning of them easier. Systems can also be more composable as a result, because pure functions are used.
• Gs-manager (Ground station manager)
– Reactive Programming and Promises are used for mission scheduling,
antenna movement safety guards, teardowns when eg. missions are canceled.
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• Rotator
– Piping data from external library (rotctld [2]) to external tcp-address via
file.
• Bridge
– Subscriber to radio-backend ’s events.
– Uses Bridging to connect the CSP-network in the ground to the satellite’s
CSP-network via radio-backend. We need to add some mission specific
headers to the packet.
• Cspd
– Protocol bridging from tcp/ip to CSP. We want to abstract the CSP
away from payload application developer, so they could use standard
tcp/ip sockets to communicate with payload programs. Allows usage of
standard linux tools in the payload, without dependency to CSP.

4.4

Scenarios and Quality Attribute Utility Tree

In the workshop scenarios were presented sorted by the perspective of the scenario.
That means that the prioritization of the scenarios might have been effected by
the order of the scenarios so that the earlier scenarios were more likely to get a
prioritization vote. In this case because satellite operator’s scenarios were presented
first there might be bias towards those scenarios.
On the other hand in the quality attribute utility tree the scenarios are grouped
by the quality attribute. There are some quality attributes like monitorability and
automation in the quality attribute tree, which are not widely used as quality attributes, but in this case they describe the scenarios well and also the type of quality
that is desired particularly in this system.
Noteworthy in the table 2 is the number of scenarios falling under monitorability, which is more than any other quality attribute. Those scenarios also received
6/30 of the prioritization votes. Grouping the prioritization votes listed in 11 by
quality attributes gives the following results: Testability (7 votes), Monitorability (7
votes), Reliability (5 votes), Security (4 votes), Automation (3 votes), Performance
(2 votes), Configurability (1 vote).
For the evaluator these results seem reasonable, even though the security attribute with 4 votes is a bit surprising. If we however look at the scenario description "Satellite operator uplinks commands securely (packets signed and replay
protected) to switch subsystems on/off (or other commands)" it’s clear that the scenario combines two scenarios to one. First the ability to reliably send commands
to the satellite and secondly the ability to do so that unauthorized parties can’t
impersonate commands. So the votes are probably meant to both scenarios and not
strictly to the second one.
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Quality
attribute

Attribute refinement

Perspective

Scenario

Mission health status

Satellite operator

Mission health status

Satellite operator

Mission health status

Satellite operator

Mission health status

Satellite operator

Mission health status

Satellite operator

RF safety
compliance

regulation

Satellite operator

Ground segment health
status

Satellite operator

Ground segment health
status

Satellite operator

End-to-end testing

Satellite operator

Continuous integration

Software
oper

Monitors state of the satellite during every pass (Visualize key telemetry values like,
battery voltage, reboots, what
subsystems are on, temperatures). Get relevant telemetry from satellite in under a
minute.
Needs visualization of the
radio-link quality so that we
can see if the frequency offset
corrections work and power
levels of the signal are high
enough.
System reports abnormalities
in received telemetry from
satellite via Slack in less than
10 seconds.
Wants to know when next
satellite passes happen and
what is their quality (duration
and max. elevation).
System delivers system health
information to the interested
parties e.g. public
Needs visualization of the antenna direction and whether
we are transmitting or not.
System logs and reports errors in ground segment software via slack in less than 10
seconds.
Sees the state of the processing pipeline so that manual recovery on unexpected errors is
possible.
Is able to receive and decode a
satellite in the same frequency
band as our own satellite to
verify that our system works
before our own satellite is in
orbit.
Is able to run e2e test from
ground station to satellite in
continuous integration setup.

Monitorability

Testability

devel-
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End-to-end testing

Software
oper

devel-

Ease of debugging

Software
oper

devel-

Initialization time

Satellite operator

Radio link performance

Satellite operator

Quality of the communication window

Satellite operator

Mission performance

Payload operator

Quality of the communication window

Satellite operator

radio
processing
pipeline reliability

Satellite operator

Mission safety

Satellite operator

Confidence level to the
continuous integration

Software
oper

satellite tracking
tomation

Satellite operator

Performance

Reliability

Automation

au-

devel-

EM (Engineering Model) of
the satellite is available to
the developer and has always
the same software than the
FM (Flight Model) so that
new software can be tested
against it and potential issues
debugged.
Can run only part of the services if debugging issue in one
specific part of the system.
Initialization of the ground
segment software if everything
is rebooted takes under a
minute. (flashing the USRP
firmware takes most of the
time)
To avoid packet collision in
half-duplex radio link medium
access control should react to
received signal in less than
5ms.
Connection to satellite should
continue without glitches if
two ground station are located
so that satellite is continuously visible to at least one of
the stations.
Is able to download parts of
the recent payload data from
satellite.
Antenna should point to the
right direction at the start
of the pass so we don’t lose
any communication when pass
starts.
Is able to run Radio-pipeline
for Hello World satellite without crashing 99% of passes.
Is able to track and revert
changes made to the satellite
Is able to know if the system
as a whole still works after
some changes or refactoring.
Schedule automatic antenna
and frequency tracking for
some satellite.
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Automation level of the
payload operation

Payload operator

Quality of development
environment

Software
oper

how parametrised the
system is

Satellite operator

Configurability of development environment

Software
oper

Ease of starting to use
unused features of hardware

Data analyst

How easy to add new
features

Satellite operator

Flexibility of the mission
Quality of the end user
API

Payload operator

Scalability

Ease of physical hardware setup

Satellite operator

Maintainability

Documentation level of
the interfaces

Software
oper

Mission health status

Payload operator

Mission effectiveness

Payload operator

Mission health status

Payload operator,
Data analyst
Data analyst

Configurability

Flexibility

devel-

devel-

Data analyst

devel-

Usability

Transparency

Quality of customer service

Is able to create “tasks” which
are uploaded and processed
in the payload when satellite
makes a pass
Requires highly automated
build process so that need for
documentation is minimized
and it’s easier to get new people productive and we know
what software is running in
which build.
Configures radio pipeline for
new similar satellite in less
than 3 days.
Can run different software
components from own computer without external physical devices (e.g. radio).
Makes a request to get data
with wavelength not supported by the default API, but
supported in the camera HW,
but just not utilized yet.
Ground station can communicate with multiple bands with
one satellite at the same time
Uploads new software to the
payload unit of the satellite.
Is able to download historical
data so trends could be monitored
Is able to setup new ground
station in under one week after all the physical parts have
arrived.
Ability to get overview of the
interfaces between the subsystems
Get notifications when new
data from payload is available
Is able to select what payload data is downloaded to the
ground
Can reliably download latest
payload data from known API
Gets information and documentation beforehand when
the API has breaking changes.
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Security

Data integrity

Data analyst

Quality of documentation
Authorization

Data analyst
Satellite operator

Gets updates if the parameters used to generate the payload data change. (interval,
exposure etc.)
Gets documentation and examples of API-calls
Uplinks commands securely
(packets signed and replay
protected) to switch subsystems on/off (or other commands)

Table 2: Quality attribute utility tree

4.5

Analysis of the top scenarios

Next we go through the scenarios in figure 11, which received more than one vote
and analyze how they are addressed or not in the architecture. The participants
of the workshop regarded these following scenarios to be the most important ones.
So analyzing these scenarios instead some random other scenarios increases the
likelihood to get the most significant results with least amount of effort.
The first scenario is about having the engineering model of the satellite always
available during operations so that new software to the satellite can be tested against
it before deploying it to the flight model. The software architecture of the ground
segment described in this thesis doesn’t really take this scenario into account at all.
If the scenario is not implemented during the operations there is very high risk
for mission failure if any software updates are attempted to the flight model. Debugging potential issues found in the flight model in the ground is also hard without
engineering model and could lead to mission failure, which could have been avoided
with e.g. making some small update to the flight model. At the moment the project
also haven’t decided on the process on how to keep track on what version of the
software is currently flashed to the EM and FM. This process should be defined
before FM is delivered for launch. The process should also define what artifacts of
the software are archived and where.
The second scenario is about requesting and visualizing the telemetry values
from the satellite. The current architecture supports this scenario by providing the
event API of the satellite passes and the communication channel to and from the
satellite. The space-commander is also an example of mission specific application,
which uses that API.
The third is scenario is almost the same as the second but with security aspect on
how to deny unauthorized access to the satellite. Currently in the ground segment
architecture the bridge component adds the signature and replay protection to the
packets.
The fourth scenario is about verifying whether the system works after some
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Figure
Scenario
EM (Engineering Model) of the
satellite is available and has always the same software than the
FM (Flight Model) so that new
software can be tested against it.
Monitor state of the satellite during every pass (Visualize key
telemetry values like, battery
voltage, reboots, what subsystems are on, temperatures). Get
relevant telemetry from satellite
by asking it in under a minute.
Uplink commands securely (packets signed and replay protected)
to switch subsystems on/off (or
other commands)
Ability to know if system as
a whole still works after some
changes or refactoring.
Is able to run Radio-pipeline
for Hello World satellite without
crashing 99% of passes.
Schedule automatic antenna and
frequency tracking for some satellite.
Log and report errors in ground
segment software via Slack in less
than 10 seconds.
Downlinks parts of the recent
payload data from satellite
Configures radio pipeline for new
similar satellite in less than 3
days.
Ability to create “tasks” which
are uploaded and processed in the
payload when satellite makes a
pass
Delivery of system health information to the interested parties
Able to listen to and decode a
satellite in the same frequency
band as our own satellite to verify
that the system works before our
own satellite is in orbit.

11: Top scenarios
Quality Attribute
Testability

Perspective
Satellite operator

Votes
6

Monitorability

Satellite operator

4

Security

Satellite operator

4

Reliability

Software developer

3

Reliability

Satellite operator

2

Automation

Satellite operator

2

Monitorability

Satellite operator

2

Performance

Payload Operator

2

Configurability

Software Developer

1

Automation

Payload operator

1

Monitorability

Satellite operator

1

Testability

Satellite operator

1
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changes to the code. The presented architecture doesn’t directly address this issue,
but it’s tackled by automated tests from unit tests to end-to-end tests using both
ground segment and satellite components. The tests run in continuous integration
setup which purpose is to catch regressions early and force the automation of the
environment to a higher level.
The first scenario with only two votes was the stability requirement of the radio
pipeline so that it would run without crashes more than 99% of passes. This scenario
raises the question why the percentage is not closer to 100%. The reason for that is
that because of GNURadio and USB-connected software defined radios there have
been some rare crashes of the radio pipeline which haven’t been easily reproducible.
So the architectural design to use software defined radios has lead to some instability
in the system and dependence to 3rd party software. Although GNURadio and the
drivers for the radio frontends are open source software and thus solving those issues
is possible, would it require more effort than it’s worth at least at this moment.
Docker’s feature to restart services immediately if they exit is used to recover from
these crashes.
Next scenario is about automation of the antenna and frequency tracking and
how those should be able to be scheduled. The architecture allows this kind of
automation and it’s also implemented in the system. In the current design each
groundstation-manager handles and calculates the satellite passes independently
based on schedule requests from mc. If we would like the system to support communication handovers from one ground station to another when the pass overlaps with
both ground stations at the same time, the location of the pass calculations should
be revised, because some system has to coordinate the handover and thus probably
know about schedules of individual ground stations.
Scenario Log and report errors in ground segment software via Slack in less than
10 seconds. is something that the presented architecture doesn’t cover in other way
than presenting the current system status in the mc user interface. E.g. where to
store log data from different services should be decided. Also the mechanisms to
propagate the unexpected behaviour of the system to the operators, so that they
don’t need to e.g. watch the mc UI to realize there is something wrong in the system.
The last scenario with two votes is Downlink parts of the recent payload data from
satellite which the architecture supports by providing the communication channel to
the payload application. E.g. Hello World’s payload data is transferred using rsync
which connects to cspd and through that to satellite. Using rsync allows resuming
file transfers if the connection closes before completion.
In the top scenarios we can see how the scenarios are mainly focused on the
operational quality attributes of the mission: What would be needed to operate the
mission reliably and easily. It’s probable that the technical background of participants shows in this focus.

4.6

Risks

One architectural risk, which has already been acknowledged before the ATAM
evaluation was the decision to do demodulation, modulation and other processing of
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the radio signal in the radio-backend, which means that the raw radio signal samples
are transferred over internet from ground station to the radio-backend. Each raw
radio I/Q sample takes 4 bytes, which means that the bandwidth required between
radio-frontend and radio-backend is four times the used sample rate. The sample
rate then has to be at least twice the symbol rate of the signal. This is feasible
for lower symbol rate applications using e.g. UHF but will probably become a
bottleneck if higher data rates are used especially if ground station is connected
to the internet using mobile network instead of wired network. For UHF channel
with 9600Hz spectrum bandwidth the bandwidth between ground station and cloud
should be at least 9.6 kB/s and for S-band channel with 2MHz spectrum bandwidth
of 2MB/s. These are the absolute minimum bandwidths, which don’t allow e.g
any frequency offset to the listened signal. The main reason for locating the radio
processing logic away from the ground station was the attempt to make the software
running in the ground stations as simple as possible and satellite agnostic so that
there wouldn’t be any satellite specific software running in the ground stations.
Other challenge when having the radio processing away from the radio-frontend is
where to implement medium access control for the radio channel. If for example
both receive and transmit use the same frequency there has to be control to avoid
both satellite and ground station transmitting at the same time leading to signal
collisions. If the medium access control would be implemented in the radio-backend
the latency for it would be prohibitively high. On the other hand if it’s implemented
in the radio-frontend it would be that radio-frontend would have to know what kind
of medium access control to use and thus most likely about the satellite.
Other risks identified from the scenario analysis are that the current architecture
of the ground segment describes only the components required for the interactive
communication with the satellite and completely omits what happens e.g for the payload data after it has been downloaded to the ground from the satellite. Basically
the current architecture provides tools for the satellite and payload operator to communicate with the satellite, but it doesn’t describe how persisting the downloaded
data happens, how updating satellite’s tasks could be automated, how monitoring
of the ground segment system works or how the data is shared to the end users of
the data. These are things that has to be designed and implemented before the data
is useful for the customers.
During the workshop question about hardware redundancy regarding the ground
station was also raised. If certain availability is guaranteed to the system then there
has to be spare parts for e.g. antenna rotator and the ground station computer.
Especially if only one ground station is used. Otherwise if e.g. antenna rotator
breaks, which has already happened once, there might be weeks of downtime before
issue is solved with the manufacturer. There should be an analysis on the critical
hardware parts of ground segment and how likely they will break and how much effort
fixing the issue requires. Necessary spare parts could be ordered based on that. This
is however non-risk from the architectural standpoint, because architecture supports
multiple ground stations, which provide redundancy if there is hardware failures.
Other non-risk identified in the project was the decision to use language specific
package managers like npm[3] for javascript or PyPi [4] for python to download 3rd
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party dependencies in the build phase. This means that if those package managers
have downtime when the ground segment system is being deployed it will prevent
the deployment. Other issue with package managers like npm is that the author
of the package can remove the package at any time or make some changes to the
package without updating the version of the package. That could cause inability to
deploy the system or cause some subtle bugs to the system. Both of these issues
could be prevented by hosting own repository of the required dependencies, but it
hasn’t been deemed worthwhile yet.
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Architectural decision
Support multiple ground
stations

Type
non-risk

Use language specific pack- non-risk
age managers to download
3rd party dependencies in
the build phase and don’t
store them in local repository.

Most of the radio processing risk
is done in the radio-backend
which is in the cloud and
not in the ground station.

Current architecture omits risk
details on how payload data
is provided to end users.
Current
architecture risk
doesn’t show how monitoring of the system is
done and how state of the
subsystems is propagated
to mission control.
Current
architecture risk
doesn’t show how the
automation of operational
tasks like scheduling commands to be sent to satellite
is done.

Consequences
Redundancy against hardware failures increases availability of the system also
increases the performance
of the system by increasing
communication time with
satellites.
Less complex deployment
infrastructure,
because
don’t need to maintain and
host own repository. Builds
can fail if the package
managers have downtime,
which can effect deploying
new versions of the system
Each ground station has to
know less about the satellites, but the bandwidth requirements between ground
station and cloud are very
high.
This system is not useful for
end customers before this is
designed and implemented
This causes significant risk
for the operations and to
the ability to react to
anomalies and errors.

Because this is not designed it causes uncertainty
on how automated the operation phase of the satellite
can be and how the system
supports automation.

Table 3: Identified risks and non-risks of the architecture

4.7

Tradeoffs and sensitivity points

Next we go through some architectural tradeoffs and thus sensitivity points of the
system. A sensitivity point is an architectural decision that has a strong effect on
some specific quality attribute.
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The biggest tradeoff so far in the project has been the usage of software defined
radios instead of integrated radio transceivers. This gives greater flexibility because
radio processing that used to be done in dedicated hardware can now be done with
software, which allows easier path to update transceiver capabilities for new satellites. On the other hand it moves complexity from hardware to software, which
means that the team has to have more knowledge about signal processing compared
to the case where integrated hardware transceiver is used. Using software defined
radios doesn’t remove the requirement for good antenna that’s suitable for the used
band or the requirement to have amplifiers in both transmit and receive path when
doing communication with the LEO satellites. This tradeoff trades flexibility and
configurability to higher complexity.
Another tradeoff that has been made is the use of python not only in radiofrontend and in radio-backend where it’s used to interface with GNURadio. Python
is also used for the mission specific applications like space-commander and for both
integration tests to satellite subsystems and end-to-end tests using both ground
segment and satellite. Some drawbacks of the python are that is dynamically typed
and thus pushes some programming errors to runtime instead of compile time and
also makes refactoring more error prone compared to statically typed languages.
Benefit of using python is that we don’t introduce a new language with a new
toolchain which would increase the mental overhead when the developer switches
from one part of the system to another. This tradeoff trades development speed to
lower maintainability.
At the beginning of the project every subsystem was in its own version control
repository. However this made development harder because none of the subsystems
was stable and there was a lot of changes which touched many subsystems. This
meant you had to do separate commits to every subsystem you touched even if the
feature was the same and that meant code reviews and keeping all the subsystems
up to date or in wanted state was more work. This lead to the use of one repository
for the whole project, where different subsystems are just in different directories.
This has eased the development but e.g. open sourcing some specific subsystems
of the codebase is not as straightforward as it used to. In the current setup it’s
also possible to reference project’s relatively from other projects which can build
implicit dependencies between subsystems if shortcuts are taken in the development.
The choice of mono repository over separate repositories trades between ease of
development and high cohesion.
One identified sensitivity point of the architecture was the location of the medium
access control in the radio-frontend. If the location would be in the radio-backend
it would cause unacceptable latency for the medium access control and thus lead to
degraded performance of the radio link.
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Tradeoff Description
Using of software defined radios instead
of integrated transceivers
Using python programming language in
mission specific applications
All code is in one source code repository
instead of multiple independent repositories.

Affected Quality Attributes
Flexibility and Configurability with increased complexity
Complexity of development environment, maintainability
Ease of development, High cohesiveness

Table 4: Identified risks and non-risks of the architecture
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5

Discussions and Conclusions

In this last chapter we evaluate the ATAM method based on the experiences gained
from conducting the evaluation. After that we go through what we would do differently if we would conduct the evaluation again. Finally we conclude the thesis and
recap what we have done and found out and what could be researched in the future.

5.1

How evaluation of ATAM was conducted

One of the research questions of this thesis was how ATAM works for a project that is
already in development and is done by a co-located team. To answer this question the
ATAM evaluator could try to evaluate the ATAM based on his observations during
the evaluation. This would however give only one perspective to the evaluation of
the ATAM and would likely be limited and biased. To counter this, feedback was
gathered from the participants of the ATAM workshop. The feedback was gathered
using a questionaire, which participants were able to answer when they wanted. The
form had the following questions:
1. Did you find the workshop useful? If yes, in what aspects? If not, what was
specifically unuseful?
2. What was the most beneficial thing of the evaluation?
3. What drawbacks do you see in the evaluation method?
4. Should this kind of evaluation be integrated to the workflow of the project?
5. Do you feel that the results and findings justify the cost of the evaluation and
the workshop?
6. Anything else?
The feedback wasn’t gathered immediately after the workshop, but only after
the evaluator had synthesized the results of the workshop. The participants were
able to familiarize themselves with the results before giving the feedback. However
because there was couple of weeks between the workshop and gathering the feedback
it probably has an effect on the quality of the feedback, which could have been
avoided by asking the feedback right after.

5.2

Results of the ATAM feedback

Next we go through the questions summarizing the results. The raw results of the
feedback can be found from appendix B.
First question was Did you find the workshop useful? If yes, in what aspects?
If not, what was specifically unuseful? In all of the answers the evaluation and
workshop were regarded as useful. The structured way the workshop was conducted
get positive feedback and especially how the business and higher level goals were
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presented first to provide context for the rest of the workshop. The sharing of
knowledge was also brought up as a useful thing. New risks were also identified and
known risks confirmed.
People felt that the most beneficial part the method was the increased shared
understanding of the system and rationale on why the system is what it is and
identifying new risks in the system. Also one participant had realized afterwards
that there were probably still many issues that weren’t brought up, because the
participants of the workshop represented the technical perspective of the project.
The weaknesses of the method that were pointed out in the feedback were that
the evaluation is not continuous but done separately from the daily activities. Other
observation was that for a large system going through the architecture and architectural approaches could be very tedious and that someone should enforce the agenda
so that people don’t go too much into details.
All the participants agreed that some kind of recurring architectural evaluation
should be part of the project’s workflow. One answer points out how the ATAM
could be useful to go through when designing some new parts of the system, so no
obvious things would be missed. Another participant noted that ATAM in his opinion is not the preferred method for smaller scale projects, but that he would consider
it a good candidate in projects where the work has been distributed among several
teams or companies, because it would promote sharing common understanding.
The last question was whether participants felt that the results and findings of
the evaluation justified the cost of the evaluation and the workshop. The consensus
was that the cost was justified, but better results would have been achievable, if
someone would have had previous experience from ATAM. Also the lack of concrete
action points was pointed out in the feedback. However that’s explainable by the
fact that the project was heavily focused to the satellite side of the project when
the workshop was arranged and thus the ground segment related issues had lower
priority.
Overall the feedback from the evaluation was positive, some previously unidentified risks were discovered and everyone got an update on the current state of the
system and how it has evolved to it. Now the project has also documented the major
architectural decisions that have been made and reasoning behind them, which can
be invaluable tool for transferring and retaining knowledge from the project to new
team members.
ATAM claims to have several benefits for the project:
• identifies risks early in the life cycle
• increase communication among stakeholders
• clarified quality attribute requirements
• improved architecture documentation
• documented basis for architectural decisions
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[42] If we compare our results to the claimed benefits of the method we were able
to get these same benefits at least in some amount even if the project has already
been in development and is done by a co-located team.

5.3

Weaknesses of the method

Two weaknesses were identified in the feedback. The more significant one was the
fact that the evaluation is an on-off event and it doesn’t connect to the regular
activities of the project. Because of that e.g. the documentation produced during
the evaluation will become outdated.
Another identified issue was the importance of keeping the workshop in the
agenda. This isn’t strictly issue in the method but rather a challenge for the evaluators. However this challenge uncovers one feature in the method, which can
especially effect evaluations where time for the workshop is limited. One of the
main goals of the evaluation is to uncover risks and tradeoffs in the architecture.
Identifying for example some new risk could be the most value adding outcome of
the evaluation. However if we look at the agenda for the ATAM workshop (see figure
10) the risks are identified only in the last part of the workshop. This means that
if any of the previous parts of the workshop take more time than anticipated it’s
time out of analyzing the architectural approaches and finding risks and tradeoffs
from the architecture. So by having potentially the most value adding part of the
evaluation last in the workshop agenda will increase the risk of it not getting enough
attention. Other drawback of having the analyzing architectural approaches part
last is that participants might have already lost some focus and concentration during
the workshop.
Is there then something that could be done to make ATAM workshop more
efficient and reducing the risk of having too little time for the analysis part? One
obvious answer is to have strict time boxes for every part and enforcing them. Could
we alternatively arrange the agenda of the workshop differently to move the analysis
part closer to the start? Presenting the business goals together with architecture
and prioritizing scenarios are essential parts of the evaluation, but we suggest that
moving the presenting the architectural approaches to the end or completely removing it could be a good alternative option to increase the efficiency of the evaluation.
The most relevant architectural approaches used will most likely come up naturally
when analyzing the scenarios, so going through all the architectural approaches used
explicitly before that has risk for wasted effort. If the identified architectural approaches don’t come up in when analyzing the scenarios, it’s likely that they are not
that significant.
Other later identified weakness of the method is that it will take the business
goals and drivers as given and there doesn’t seem to be explicit cost benefit analysis
of those goals, which means that if there is e.g. some very expensive goal with small
benefit it might take unproportional amount of effort in the analysis phase before
the scenarios are prioritized. This could be countered by doing the prioritization
already for the business goals.
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5.4

Lessons learned from using the method

Next we go through some things that could be done differently if we would do a new
evaluation. To remove the bias caused by the fact that the initial scenarios were
generated beforehand by one person, we wouldn’t move the scenario generation
completely to the workshop, but we could have every participant to write down
three important scenarios before the workshop using different quality attributes as
inspiration for them [38].
Also in this evaluation the scenarios were grouped and presented initially by the
user perspective not by the quality attribute and this might have led to some missed
observations during the workshop. Also even though every scenario had a quality
attribute assigned to it, we didn’t have a list of all quality attributes visible when
brainstorming more scenarios in the workshop.
In hindsight the business goals of the project could have been tried to articulate in more quality attribute focused way. Now there was e.g business goal "Allow
interested people in the company to work on space related project to gain domain
knowledge.", which doesn’t directly link to any quality attribute. There also wasn’t
any scenario linked to that goal, which suggest that the used scenario generation
method could have been more thorough. In this evaluation the generation of scenarios was done more from the perspective of different stakeholders of the system
than directly from the high level business goals. In hindsight the scenarios should
have been generated directly from the business goals.
Because this evaluation was the first time using ATAM for every participant, it
would have been beneficial to have more time allocated to the workshop, because
now there was limited time left for analyzing the scenarios and the grouping of
the scenarios to utility tree was completely skipped. Also it’s really important for
someone in the workshop to keep track of time and agenda to make sure that there
is time to go through every part of the method.
To get the maximum benefit from the evaluation it would have been better to
have more diverse stakeholder group present at the workshop, because now every
participant had technical background, even if the backgrounds weren’t just software.
This probably showed in the the evaluation by how different operational scenarios
were prioritized high.
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Lesson
Use participants to generate the initial
scenarios as homework before the workshop.
Group scenarios initially by quality attribute not by perspective.
Have a set of quality attributes visible
when brainstorming scenarios.

Benefit
Removes bias from the scenarios.

Focus more to the quality attributes

Easier for participants to come up with
scenarios. Focuses of the scenarios in
quality attributes.
Articulate business goals in more qual- More direct link between the business
ity attribute focused way.
goals and scenarios.
4 hours not enough for workshop No need to rush the analyzing of the
when participants are not familiar with scenarios
ATAM.
Try to get as diverse stakeholder group Get more diverse feedback and create
to be present in the workshop as possi- common understanding of the system
ble.
with bigger group.
Table 5: Summary of the lessons learned and what could be done differently in the
next ATAM evaluation.

5.5

Conclusions

In this thesis we have successfully evaluated "Reaktor Hello World" project’s ground
segment architecture using Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method. The evaluation
was done using the lightweight version of the method, where the evaluator was
internal to the project and only one afternoon was used on the workshop instead of
the recommended 1-2 days [8][p. 404].
We were able to document the architectural tradeoffs and decisions, which have
been made during the development of the system. We also discovered some previously unidentified risks in the system, which the current architecture doesn’t address
explicitly and which will be essential to the operation of the satellite mission. These
risks were discovered using scenarios and analyzing how the architecture responds
to those scenarios. The most significant new risk found in the architecture is that
it doesn’t properly take into account and show how monitoring of the system and
mission health should be done. It also doesn’t show how the collected data from
satellite is provided to the end customers. The evaluation also increased the shared
understanding of the system and its components.
This evaluation adds evidence to the hypothesis that ATAM can be beneficial to
a project even though its development has already began and even if the the system
is developed only by a small co-located team. This means that structured architecture evaluation is not something just for big projects with multiple distributed
teams. We also suggested a minor change to the ATAM workshop agenda especially
in evaluations where the time for the workshop is limited. The presenting the architectural approaches could be removed from the agenda to decrease the chances of
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time running out when analyzing the scenarios against the architecture. The most
important architectural approaches would come up naturally when analyzing the
scenarios.
This thesis didn’t explore how the architectural decision making is done in agile
teams or how evaluation method like ATAM could be integrated into projects in
other than on-off fashion. These are subjects which could be researched further to
maximize the benefits from ATAM.
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A

TLE description

Column
1
3-7
8
10-11
12-14
15-17
19-20
21-32
32-43
45-52
54-61
63-61
65-68
69
[30]

Element Description
Line Number of Element Data
Satellite number
Classification
International Designator (Last two digits of launch year)
International Designator (Launch number of the year)
International Designator (Piece of the launch)
Epoch Yeah (last two digits)
Epoch (day of the year and fraction portion of the day)
First Time Derivative of the Mean Motion
Second Time Derivative of the Mean Motion
BSTAR drag term
Ephemeris type
Element number
Checksum
Table A1: TLE Line 1

Column
1
3-7
9-16
18-25
27-33
35-42
44-51
53-63
64-68
69
[30]

Element Description
Line Number of Element Data
Satellite number
Inclination (degrees)
Right Ascension of the Ascending Node
Eccentricity (decimal point assumed)
Argument of Perigee (Degrees)
Mean Anomaly (degrees)
Mean Motion (revolutions/day)
Revolution number at epoch
Checksum
Table A2: TLE Line 2

B

ATAM feedback questionnaire

B.1

Did you find the workshop useful? If yes, in what aspects? If not, what was specifically unuseful?

• Yes. Going through everything in a systematic way ensured that all parts of
the whole were talked about. It was good that the business drivers and higher
level goals were discussed first as it helped us look the architecture and tech
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more as a tool to achieve those goals instead of it just being left out hanging
in the air without proper purpose.
• It has been a long time since we had a proper all-party outlook on the general
system abstraction, so it was very useful to have one in a structured way. Also,
this allowed us to discover the difference between what was initially envisioned
with the system, the current state of the system and what the system should
have in the future
• Yes, for sharing idea, understanding and improving of architecture and operation.
• Everything about the workshop was useful at least to some degree. The already
identified weaknesses in the architecture were again identified and confirmed.
One previously ignored and important weakness, the lack of system health
information, was brought forward. However, only the technical development
aspect was properly represented at the workshop, which in retrospective did
leave other important topics without much thought.
• Knowledge sharing to the new team members. Too much of the time for going
through the architecture, too little for analyzing.

B.2

What was the most beneficial thing of the evaluation?

• Evaluation of interfaces between system components.
• Getting good overall picture of the whole. Discussing key design decisions and
their rationale behind the existing architecture.
• Knowledge sharing and updated architecture documentation
• The discovery of an important weakness (both technical and business related),
and also the realization later, that in fact many important questions probably
were not brought forward because the participants did not represent the whole
effort, but only the technical side.

B.3

What drawbacks do you see in the evaluation method?

• The fact that evaluation is not continuous, but only done somewhat separately
from daily development efforts.
• It is dangerously easy to start drifting towards specifics instead of general
scope. This has also a lot to do with the individuals participating in the
evaluation, and not especially a problem, but something that has to be kept
in mind
• With at least a larger system it could get quite tedious to go everything
through. Also, if something to be fixed is found, it might require quite a
big effort to do so in such a late stage.
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• How to integrate it in iterative process?
• Nothing

B.4

Should this kind of evaluation be integrated to the workflow of the project?

• Definitely. The only question is how often, since this method is fairly timeconsuming.
• Might be useful, yes. Especially when designing new parts of the system it
would be beneficial to go through the process to check out that no obvious
things are missed. The evaluation also helps to see the whole from "further
away" and from more critical perspective and this could help refining the
system.
• Some kind of recurring evaluation is essential. It can take many forms and
ATAM is certainly better than nothing. It is not in my opinion the best
method for smaller scale projects, but I would consider it a good candidate
for promoting common understanding in projects where the work has been
distributed among several separate teams/companies etc.
• Yes. Shoud go through this during PDR, MDR and CDR.
• There should be some kind of system of storing architecturally significant
decisions, so they could be investigated in the future. This method doesn’t
suggest when it should be done in iterative process.

B.5

Do you feel that the results and findings justify the cost
of the evaluation and the workshop?

• More previous experience with ATAM would probably have yielded better
results. Still, it certainly was not a waste of time. The workshop produced
some valuable findings.
• Pretty easily, I think. We used only a couple of hours and were able to create
much more common understanding that I’m sure helps us on daily basis. This
kind of evaluation is not needed very often as the architecture and system
doesn’t change as a whole very rapidly and thus I think it is not a problem to
use some time for this once in a while.
• Problem is that the scalable ground segment is not the priority right now, so
there was little action points. I would consider using this at the start of a new
project.
• Yes.
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• Not fully aware of the cost of the evaluation, but I would still say that they
do justify.

